Introduction. Let K m be the rath cyclotomic field, so K m -Q(e 27n / m ) with ra not congruent to 2 modulo 4. The maximal real subfield of if m , JFC+ and its class number /i+ (sometimes called the real class number and sometimes the second factor) is of interest not only to number theorists but to mathematicians in other fields as well. For example, the power of two dividing h^ is tied to classifying certain actions of groups on spheres. (Lang's survey article [7] gives a number of references for this.) However, the real class number is difficult to compute and general information on its size has been hard to come by.
The results. The first observation needed is that there are certain subfields E of üf+ whose Hilbert class fields, HE, do not collapse when translated to any absolutely abelian extension. For example
LEMMA. Let E c if + where Gal(E/Q) is the direct sum of its inertia groups; then for any absolutely abelian K, HE O K C E.
PROOF. This is an obvious consequence of the fact that Q has no unramified extensions.
Next, for any odd prime / the maximal elementary abelian /-extension of Q contained in if+ is a field, E, of the type considered in the lemma above. The rank of Ga\(E/Q) is 1+ e where t is the number of primes congruent to 1 modulo / dividing m and e = 1 if I 2 divides m and 0 otherwise. We will apply relative genus theory to E. We need a technical lemma (due to Abhyankar). REMARKS. It's not hard to see that the choice of primes above p and q deleted make no difference in the field EK obtained. So no more information can be obtained that way. However, we've made no special assumptions about p and q (save that they were not I) and so the same game can be played for every pair. Complications set in because it must be shown that the various ray class fields involved are "sufficiently" disjoint. It is not hard to show that with the hypothesis above.
THEOREM. There exists a constant C > 1 dependent on m such that the l-class rank ofK^ is > C[/ t+€_4 -1]. (A reasonable conjecture is the constant is more or less (|).)
When I = 2 the same proof will work except for modifications caused by: The maximal real 2-subfield has a slightly more complicated structure and the existence of ±1 must be taken into account. As an example of the kind of theorem possible we have ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. This work was originally done for odd primes and aimed towards the connections with class field towers. It was only after reading about Kubert's results in the early version of [7] that I decided to extend these results to 1 = 2.
Finally, M. Rosen first suggested relative genus theory as a thesis topic and all my subsequent research has benefitted from his insights. The Vaughn Foundation generosity has also been most helpful. , Exponential growth of the l-rank of the class group in the maximal real subfield of cyclotomic fields and in related fields (in preparation).
